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bench than in the employer's office. Trade Unionism
is in itself a democratic culture, alien to ascendancy :
and it is at war even in Belfast with theological
prejudice. But while Protestant ascendancy is main-
tained, deliberately and as such in Ulster, there
cannot be fusion or unity. Neither can there be in the
South if attempt is made to set up as such a Catholic
ascendancy or an ascendancy based on the tradition of
two separate races, one of which must be master. Fusion
is the only alternative to disunion; and fusion can be
most easily achieved through a blending of cultures.
All our pleasures, our predilections, and our interests
—except the predilection for being top dog—tend to
• unite us in Ireland : yet prejudices, and even habits
transmitted from dead prejudices, keep us in two.
camps. One of my Catholic friends used to go every
winter for winter sports to Switzerland with a party
most of whom were Protestants. They all lived in
Dublin, but in Dublin the Catholics and Protestants
never saw each other except to nod " good morning" in
the street. The whole thing was automatic : there
was no planned or reasoned avoidance : it simply
happened so. In the future it should be less likely
to happen that way.
Up to now, the most reconciling element in Irish
life is the cult of the horse and his rider. North and
South, the hunt and the race-meeting are equally
popular with all: and there is a freemasonry of
sport. It does not extend at present to social life
beyond the hunting-field and the racecourse; but it
exists there. Another rallying-point exists in the
question, what we shall drink. Protestant and
Catholic will undoubtedly combine, and have always
combined, to protect the franchises of alcohol: they
will undoubtedly combine also to limit those franchises.
in some recent phases of temperance propaganda the
Uiurches have worked separately yet in unison:
and there is no temperance reformer who does not
taow that the most amazingly successful campaign

